If a community values its
children, it must cherish their
parents
Family inclusive practice in child protection
and care

Acknowledgement of Country

I acknowledge the Gadigal people and pay my respects
to their elders past present and future. I acknowledge
the Gadigal people have suffered and continue to suffer
from the policies and practices of the child protection
system in Australia.
I also pay my respects to Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people who are with us today.

1.The context for family inclusion.
2.Key elements of family inclusive
practice
3.Three areas for innovation
4.Integration into policy and practice

The context - why family Inclusion?
Evidence support for family engagement
Social work – a part of the problem?
Policies, models and programs that don’t help – a wicked problem
A need to refocus on the lived experience of parents and their
children

Key elements of family
inclusion….
• Acknowledging power imbalances
• Integrating the social causes of child
abuse and child removal
• Family inclusion can help implement
evidence based programs
• Using an ethical lens
• Parents as leaders
• Relational permanency

Key elements of family inclusion

Acknowledging and
ameliorating power
imbalances

Key elements of family inclusion
Integrating the social context
and causes of harm to children
• Poverty
• Family and gendered
violence
• Addiction - a public health
problem
• Homelessness
• A lack of support
• Intergenerational trauma

Key elements of family inclusion
Evidence based programs
and family inclusion.
Agency leaders usually
think they and their staff
are doing better than they
actually are. Having access
to parent experiences and
family is an important
realist check and a
springboard for change

Key elements of family inclusion
An ethical lens – doing what is
right.

If a community values it’s
children it must cherish
their parents. Bowlby, 1951, quotes by
Martin Guggenheim, New York University Law School.

Poverty is not neglect,
surveillance is not support
Child Welfare Organising Project, 2018

Key elements of family inclusion
Parents as leaders.
I attended groups for quite a
few years before becoming a
parent leader. When I found a
worker who was helpful this
allowed me to lead in my own
life and to lead change in the
system Parent leader California

Key elements of family inclusion
Relational permanency
Family inclusion and family
relationships are pathways to
permanency
Permanency and security are a feeling
and a lived experience.
Permanency is about relationships and
enduring connection

Three areas for innovation.
1. Peer work – parents helping parents
2. Carer and parent relationships – contributing to
relational permanency
3. Parent leadership
These are all initiatives that we can
do now. They are cheap or cost
neutral. They are consistent with
government policy and no legislative
change is needed.

Innovation one - Peer work.
Parents helping parents.
Peer workers are parents who have
had personal experiences in the child
welfare system and offer advocacy and
support to parents newly involved in
the system (Lalayants, 2013).

I want to talk to a parent.
No offence. I’m sure you’re
really nice. But another
parent will know what I’m
going through

Peer work – parents helping parents.

• Peer workers coach, translate, encourage,
empathise and advocate – above all they
offer hope.
• They influence and role model.
• Peer workers don’t take case notes, they
rarely give evidence. They don’t assess,
monitor or supervise.

Family partner roles have no
actual power. Only influence.
They don’t take notes and we
have an agreement with the
court that they wont give
evidence. Manager

My parent partner is my biggest fan, my cheer leader.
She speaks up for me with the social worker, Parent

Peer work – parents helping parents.

Ultimately parents don’t trust
the social worker – they do
trust us. We help them to
navigate the system. We
encourage them and highlight
areas they can make choices.
Peer worker

I can trust my parent partner – I
cant totally trust the social
worker. Its as simple as that. I
know I won’t be judged by her.
She helps me work out how to
talk to the social worker

Peer work – parents helping parents.

Having the Bronx Defenders Office and
the CFR (parent advocates working with
social workers and lawyers) has
improved outcomes for all parties.
Parents have difficulty trusting child
welfare authorities and strong support
and advocacy (for parents) has helped
build trust and engagement Eric
Brettschneider, Admin of Children's
Services, NYC

Parent partners have brought a
relational focus back to child
welfare. I highly value them as
team members. They have
improved my relationships with
clients. Social Worker

Peer work – parents helping parents.

Benefits to peer workers
When I worked with (peer worker) she gave me hope. She believed in
me when I didn’t even believe in myself. This made a big difference to
my self esteem. Peer worker
It never lets me forget where I came from. It keeps me humble
and it keeps me sober. They (the families) give me more than
I give them. To see their success, the daily impacts of my work,
makes my life richer. I’m right where I’m supposed to be. Peer worker, quoted in
Berrick et al, 2011

Innovation two. Carer – parent relationships
To promote relational permanency
and restoration:
Be non judgemental. We (carers) are
here to get families back together.
We are not long term babysitters. We
do a lot more than care. Carer
See people as human. We are not DFS
and neither are foster parents. The
foster parent can become part of our
family network. Parent

Carer – parent relationships

Innovation three. Parent leadership
As stakeholders and activists,
trainers and as service providers
Legislators in Washington now
have direct access to parents and
they are using this access Alise Segel,
Washington State Parent Ally Committee

From Pariahs to Partners… David
Tobis, 2013

Parent leadership – parent led
organisations

Child Welfare Organising Project, New York City
Rise Magazine, New York City
Washington State Parent Ally Committee
Organiisasjon for Barevernforeldre, Norway
Your Family Your Voice, UK

Parent leadership – training and
consultancy

Strategic sharing is telling pieces of your
personal story in a meaningful and safe
way, using parts of your story to educate
and advocate. Sharing strategically helps
you to prepare with your training partner
and what you may need for support when
sharing pieces of your story. Marcella Middleton,
Family Trainer FACTT

Avoid the pop up parent phenomenon. Kara
Allen Eckard, Agency Trainer, FACTT

Agency initiated change

Parent / community led
change

Emphasis on
practice
improvement in
current system

Emphasis on
systemic change
and reform as
well as practice

Characteristics of Agency led change

Parent (and their communities) led change

Funding is prescriptive

Funding allows for innovation and activism

Service design undertaken by agencies – likely to be “fitted” into
current structures

Service design by parents and their allies – may be disruptive of current
practice

Emphasis on selecting parents to deliver peer services – utilising
professional relationships to help parents navigate the system

Focus on professional relationships to help individuals and build a
community - connecting parents to one another

Primary goals are around individual parent change – may have limited
goals about systems change/agency culture

Goals around systemic change – enabling parents to make change in a
context

Reliant on agency leadership – vulnerable to leadership shifts. Tends to
avoid conflict

Reliant on parent decision making and leadership (and their children).
More likely to tolerate conflict

Agency sets the agenda and asks parents advice. Parent involvement is
managed by agency.

Parent leaders set the agenda. Parent advice and priority setting is
independent of agencies but partnerships may exist.

Integration into policy and practice in Australia
Agency

Community

Start doing peer work in your agencies

Connect with FISH and support parent led
change. Support parent leadership

Use the language of relational permanency –
challenge and criticise

Do joint training with parents and family, avoid
the “pop up” parent.

Make sure carers never “supervise” contact but
do have relationships with families – as early as
possible.

Do joint research with parents and family – not
as subjects, as partners.

Make family inclusion part of agency practice –
train, support and write policy

Invite parents and families to contribute to
policy and law reform.

Form parent advisory groups, celebrate parent
achievements through awards and recognition

Publish and write about the social causes of
child removal

Thank you!
https://www.churchilltrust.com.au/
fellows/detail/4104/Jessica+Cocks

